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Salmon
Aquarium
System

Draw and label the Salmon Aquarium System. Include living and non-living parts. Identify inputs and outputs to the system.
See the table on the next page for a list of system parts

What are the outputs of the system (changes):

What are the inputs to the system (needs of the salmon):

Every system has a function. 

What is the function of the Salmon Aquarium System? 
1

2

3
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P a r t F u n c t i o n  i n  t h e  s y s t e m

LESSON 1 
4 Write the function of each part of the Salmon Aquarium System in the table below

Gravel/rocks

Chiller (temperature)

Pump/bubbles (air)

Salmon Eggs

Light entering system

Filter

Water

What would happen if the pump stupped working?

Name 1 subsystem within the Aquarium System and explain why it is a subsystem.

Identify which parts of the system are non-living:5

6

7
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Use the calendar below to record accumulated thermal (heat) units in the appropriate dates.
Record the water temperature on the top left side of the date box. 

Use the other half to total the ATU's for that day.
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24

ATU's when eggs arrived    

Predicted hatch date  Predicted Fry development date    

Salmon and Temperature
Interaction

 
Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units (ATU's)
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PRACTICE COPY
The water temperature for each day is recorded on the top left side of the date box. 

Use the other half to total the ATU's for that day.
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7 7

Chinook need at least 480 ATUs to hatch, Chum meet at least 475 and Coho
need at least 400 ATUs. 

Would you expect any of the salmon species to hatch on November 14? 

If no, about how many more days until Coho salmon would hatch? 

8 8

8 8 8 8

9 9

9

9
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Salmon Egg Observations
Draw and label what you see when you look at your salmon eggs.

 

Today's Date_______________________

One other thing I observed is ...

I wonder about...

The eggs remind me of ...

I could find answers to my questions by ...
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 3. Estimate how many eggs are in the tank

4. What fraction/percent seems to be moving about? 

5. How many eggs (if any) have hatched?

    (if too many to count, make an estimate)

6. What fraction/percent have hatched out of the

total number of eggs?

7. How many eggs have died (white)?

8. What fraction/percent of the total number of eggs

have died? 

 2. The salmon eggs are... (check all that apply)

 In bunches

 Among the gravel/rocks

More Salmon Egg
Observations
Day Number     

 Describe the color and size of the eggs.1.
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Article 1: Salmon Eggs 
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Article 1: Salmon Eggs
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How their needs are met
in the salmon aquarium

Salmon Dependence on
Habitat

 

Threats to the stream
that can affect this

need being met

Eggs need water temperature
5-9  C (41-48  F)

What do salmon need as
they hatch and develop

into fry?

Focus Questions: What are the dependent relationships of salmon as they develop from eggs to fry in the
Salmon Aquarium System and the stream habitat? How do land and water ecosystems affect salmon?
 

 Describe how the needs of the salmon are met in the Aquarium System and in a stream habitat system
Then list threats to those needs being met in a stream habitat

In the table below:

Dependent Relationships - Salmon Development Needs
 

How their needs are met
in a stream habitat

Eggs need oxygen

Eggs need clean water

Alevin need water
temperature 5-14  C (41-57  F)

Alevin need oxygen

Alevin need places to avoid
light

Alevin need clean water

Fry need air for buoyancy
(floating)

Fry need to eat

Fry need oxygen

Fry need clean water
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Salmon Alevin
Observations

Draw and label what you see when you look at your salmon in the alevin stage

 

Today's Date_______________________

One other thing I observed is ...

I wonder about...

Do all of the alevin look the same? Describe any differences that you see.
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 3. Where are they? (check all that apply or write in other observations.)

             bunched up

             corners of tank

             next to bubbles

             in groups next to the glass

             other: 

4. Are they bunched by size or behavior? If so describe.

5.Shine the flashlight on the salmon alevin for several seconds. What did

they do?

 2. Describe how the alevin move (swim? bounce? float?).

Day Number     

More Salmon Alevin
Observations

 Describe the color, size, and markings of the alevin.1.
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Article 2:
Salmon Alevins
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Know the Salmon
High Five!

 

Here is a silly way to remember the 5 species of Pacific salmon plus 2 more anadromous

salmonids. Give the Skagit Fisheries Enhancement Group a hand for this handy resource!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chum rhymes with thumb. Chum are also called dog salmon.

 

You might poke (sock) an eye with your pointer finger. This finger is for sockeye, also known

as red salmon.

 

The biggest finger is for the biggest salmon: the king, also known as Chinook.

 

You might wear a silver ring on your ring finger. This is for the silver salmon, or Coho.

 

The pinky finger is for the pink salmon. Also, both the smallest! Pink salmon are also known as

humpies.

 

Bonus: Use your fist to knock yourself on the head (gently!) for steelhead then slice across

your neck for sea-run cutthroat.
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Draw the Salmon
High Five!

 
 

LESSON 5

 Trace your own hand and create salmon art out of each finger here:
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Know your Salmon:
Identification

 Use this dichotomous key to identify your salmon species:

What salmon species are your species cards?

Draw or glue an image of your salmon here:

LESSON 5
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Know your Salmon:

Lifecycle
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Note: see slideshow for color pictures of salmon for identification



Know your Salmon:

Lifecycle
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Salmon's Many Habitats
What habitat does a salmon have when it is an egg? Fry? Smolt? Adult? 

 

Draw and label components of a healthy habitat for each part of a salmon’s migration.

 

Adult

 

Spawning Adult

 

Smolt

 

Fry

 

Egg
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Hooks and Ladders

What were you feeling throughout the game?

What seemed realistic about this simulation? What did not?

Where did you notice salmon losses were the greatest? Where were losses the least?

LESSON 6
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Salmon Fry Observations
Draw and label what you see when you look at your salmon in the fry stage.

 

Today's Date_______________________

Describe 3 fry behaviors.

Explain how each might help salmon survive in freshwater or saltwater

B e h a v i o r H o w  i t  h e l p s  s a l m o n  s u r v i v e
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 3. How many fins does each fry have?

5.Describe how the fry behave when fed.

6. Shine the flashlight on the fry for a few seconds. What did they do?

 2. Are all the sizes mixed or are they bunched by size?

Day Number     

More Salmon Fry
Observations

 Describe the color, size, and markings of the fry.1.

4. Observe how one fry is able to move when it moves different parts of its body. 

(moves stright ahead? turns direction? darts? holds in place? stops?)

Part of the body the fry moves W h a t  h a p p e n s

Big fin on top

Pairs of fins on bottom

Tail

Adapted from Salmon in the Schools Seattle
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Article 3:
Salmon Fry
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Article 3:
Salmon Fry
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Coast Salish Connection:
Through Salmon Eyes

After watching Salmon Story and reading the quote above by Billy Frank Jr, write or draw how you

might “listen to the world that sustains us and hear the message brought forth by the salmon.”

 

B I L LY  FRANK  JR

"I don't believe in magic. I believe in the sun and the stars, the water,

the tides, the floods, the owls, the hawks flying, the river running, the

wind talking. They're measurements. They tell us how healthy things are.

How healthy we are. Beacause we and they are the same. That's what I

believe in. Those who learn to listen to the world that sustains them can

hear the message brought forth by salmon."

LESSON 8 
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Dream Stream Activity

Woody Debris
Fallen logs create hiding places and slow down water flow so salmon can rest.

Clear Water
Murky water is a sign that the stream bank is eroding or breaking away. It

makes it difficult for salmon to navigate.

Curvy Stream Shape
A stream with lots of bends and turns slows down the flow of water and makes

it easier for migrating salmon to swim upstream. A straight channel speeds up

water flow and increases stream bank erosion, making water murkier and

difficult to swim against.

Trees
Salmon like cooler water temperatures, and trees help shade the water. Trees

also hold the stream bank in place with their roots. The area of trees and

shrubs are a stream is called the riparian zone. For salmon - bigger riparian

zones are better.

Rocky Stream Bed
Salmon protect their eggs by burying them in gravel nests. Larger rocks create

riffles that put oxygen into the water which fish need to take into their gills.

What does the ideal salmon stream habitat look like? 

That depends on the riparian zone.
 

Below are the ingredients for what we call a Dream Stream:

Low Pollution
Salmon become more sensitive to environmental stress when pollution is high.

This can include litter, but even more concerning are chemicals like nitrogen

fertilizers that run off from lawns and farms.

Now that you know what salmon like, use the next page to draw a salmon's

dream stream! Alternatively, you can draw the opposite - a nightmare stream

that has all the things that salmon do not like. Happy drawing!

LESSON 8
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Dream Stream Activity
Draw your dream (or nightmare) stream:

LESSON 8
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Article 4:
Tire tread particles turn

streams toxic
 A ubiquitous tire rubber–derived chemical induces acute mortality in coho salmon

 

Zhenyu Tian, Haoqi Zhao, Katherine T. Peter, Melissa Gonzalez, Jill Wtezel, Christopher Wu, Ximin Hu,

Jasmine Prat, Emma Mudrock, Rachel Hettinger, Allan E. Cortina, Rajshree Ghosh Biswas, Flavio Vinicius

Crizostomo Kock, Ronald Soong, Amy Jenne, Bowen Du, Fan Hou, Huan He, Rachel Lundeen, Alicia

Gilbreath, Rebecca Sutton, Nathaniel L. Scholz, Jay W. Davis, Michael C. Dodd, Andre Simpson, Jenifer K.

McIntyre, and Edward P. Kolodziej

 

03 Dec. 2020

 
For decades, there has been a mystery plaguing the urban streams of the Puget Sound region near
the Salish Sea. Something has been creating a dramatic effect on migrating salmon, especially the
coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch). Coho are born in rivers, and when they are young, they migrate
to the ocean to grow into fat adults. They spend much of their lives in the ocean growing and
becoming strong, and then, when rainwaters swell rivers in the Pacific Northwest, they begin to
migrate back to freshwater to spawn in the creeks of their births. It’s a lot of work, and this journey is
made more difficult in the Puget Sound. The salmon are entering the rivers filled with lots of runoff
from urban stormwater, the water that runs over our roads and into stormdrains that drain into
creeks, rivers, and bays. Here they are gasping for air, swimming in circles and dying in just hours. This
has been coined the term “urban runoff mortality syndrome,” or URMS. Between 40-90% of the
returning salmon are dying from URMS in about 40% of land in the Puget Sound region. The scientists
in this study asked why is this happening? And even more importantly, what is the chemical killing the
salmon? Finally, they solved it.

 

A team of scientists with different areas of expertise worked together to uncover clues. The team
included researchers from the University of Washington, Washington State University, and the Center
for Urban Waters in Tacoma. The research took many years. Chemistry and biology were both very
important in figuring out what is in the water and what it is coming from.
 

 

Coho salmon (photo from NOAA)
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Article 4:
Tire tread particles turn

streams toxic
 

Over 2,000 chemicals were tested in stormwater to answer these questions. Chemicals were tested in
a lab, and from there they determined that waters associated with URMS had chemicals present that
were similar to road water runoff and particles that get rubbed off of car tires onto streets when cars
drive. But what chemical in tires was the culprit? The scientists then used chemistry again to identify
specific toxins and tested them on coho salmon during spawning. Coho behavior was monitored and
recorded when each chemical was put into the water they were being kept in. They were kept for
varying test lengths of 24-72 hours in the water while having their behaviors monitored.
 
Time after time, the researchers were coming up short to figure out what specifically is in the
stormwater runoff that is so terrible for salmon. Over decades, scientists kept focusing on the problem,
until recently, a breakthrough! Researchers know that chemicals and elements have the potential to
modify and change into new substances when they come in contact with other chemicals or elements.
Just consider oxygen: oxygen contacts other elements, like nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, and others, and
it forms new substances, like water, air, and carbon dioxide. Knowing this fact of chemistry, the
scientists considered how the chemicals in the waters they were testing could change when coming
into contact with the environment, rather than just studying how they behave in a lab as stand-alone
substances. Eureka! A breakthrough occurred.
 
Through many experiments with individual chemicals, and after reviewing a tire chemical report from
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the researchers discovered a chemical in tires that reacts
with ozone in the environment. The chemical they tested was N-(1,3-dimethylbutyl)-N'-phenyl-p-
phenylenediamine, otherwise known as 6PPD. However, the issue wasn’t just the chemical itself, but how
it interacts in the environment. When 6PPD hits the environment, it becomes 6PPD-quinone. This means
the chemical changed its structure. Upon testing salmon with exposure to this chemical, the salmon had
exact symptoms as those trying to spawn and migrate in Puget Sound waterways- they were
disoriented, they struggled to breathe, they swam in circles, and then they died within 2-6 hours. These
results, plus the elimination of many other chemical suspects through testing, helped the scientists
determine that they have found the Coho Killer!
 
The 6PPD chemical is in tires as a protectant to make them last longer and prevent cracking. What
types of tires have 6PPD? Unfortunately, all of them. This chemical has been tested in Los Angeles and
San Francisco where they are also dealing with issues involving urban runoff into waterways, but it is
likely everywhere. URMS events occur in the fall with the fall coho run, but this is also coinciding with
the fall rains that begin in the Pacific Northwest. This is bad luck for salmon, because all of the roadway
tire dust that has been building during the drier summer months is then getting dumped in large
quantities into the water with the salmon following all of the new rain.
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Article 4:
Tire tread particles turn

streams toxic
 The good news is, now that we know of this chemical as being as problem, we can begin to work

to fix it. More studies need to be performed on 6PPD to determine its effects on other aquatic
species. Many questions still remain that need further investigation. What are the effects of 6PPD
on other aquatic species, both in freshwater and saltwater environments? Are old tires more toxic
than new tires (so far, signs point to old tires as being worse)? How do we make tires salmon-
safe? Does this affect people’s health? On a positive note, it has been documented that bio-

filtration (using environmental substances like leaf litter, mosses, soil, etc.) purifies the toxic water
and makes it safe for the salmon. It’s an intimidating task to create enough bio-filtration to
protect all of the Puget Sound region, and it’s also a lot of work to create new environmentally-
safe tires and 6PPD replacements. But, with one step at a time, and with a team of efforts and
solutions, we can all work together and hope for a salmon-safe future. It can be done!
 
 
 
Resources:
 
Article:
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/12/02/science.abd6951
 
Seattle Times Article with video: https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/tire-
dust-is-killing-salmon/
 
Coho photo: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/species/coho-salmon-protected
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